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Hospitality Ministers 

Who can serve as a hospitality minister: Registered parishioners who are current with Safe Environment (children can serve if a 

parent who is current on Safe Environment is present).  

Commitment: Maintain schedule availability in MSP and attend all trainings. When scheduled to serve arrive at least 30 minutes 

early 

If you are unable to serve as a hospitality minister role for which you are scheduled on MSP, complete the following steps: 

1 Request a sub in MSP.  MSP link 

2 Notify your ministry coordinator right away using the contact hospitalityministry@stlouise.org. 

3 Contact folks on MSP to work to replace you for the time you’re supposed to serve. 

Hospitality Ministers step-by-step-procedures for Mass 

1 Arrive 30 minutes before Mass time. 

2 All ministers must wear face masks. 

3 Check in on MSP on the iPad on the table outside of the sacristy.   

4 Pick up a Hospitality Minister badge from the table at the main entrance of the church (if the badges are not on the table put 

them out, they are in the first cabinet). 

5  Pre-Mass actions in Preparation for the Collection: 
a. Prior to mass starting, check to make sure the large collection basket with the security bag is under the gift table, if it’s not then find 

the assigned security bag for that mass in the sacristy in the safe closet above the safe and the large collection basket usually near 

the railing to the stairs and place the security bag in it and place under the gift table.  The two ushers that will be putting the bag in 

the sacristy safe (typically the two center aisle ministers) sign or print their names on the bag.  Also write the date and mass time on 

the bag if not already on it.  Sometime before placing the bag in the safe after mass, preferably done before mass; enter the bag 

number on the sign sheet (usually found on top of the safe) along with the names of the two responsible ministers.   

https://secure.rotundasoftware.com/29/web-terminal/login/StLouiseBellevue
mailto:hospitalityministry@stlouise.org
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b. Make sure the collection baskets are out in in the correct area if not get them and put them on the side aisle, 3 brown and two white

and in the middle 3 brown on either side of the center aisle and one small one if you have someone to do the cry room and narthex

for you

c. One Hospitality minister needs to make sure there are bulletins at each door.
d. Ensure that a collection basket is placed near the choir (once a full choir is in place) for their use.  The side minister should collect

any donation in that basket during his sweep of the side section.

As people arrive for mass: 

6 We need two people to hand out the bulletin as people arrive; you may remind them that the prayers for Mass are in the 

front of the bulletin. 

7 We need one person to count the people coming to Mass and communicate the count to the sacristan if the count goes over 

250 for the Saturday 5:00 PM mass and 350 for the Sunday 9:00 AM Mass. Send the count to the director of liturgy St Louise 

Email (Katie O'Neill) katie@stlouise.org.  Please count through the Gospel.
8 Either the staff person or a hospitality minister will hand out face masks for those who need them. Explain the current mask 

guidelines.  Masks are available in the cabinets in the narthex. 

9 One of the ministers handing out the bulletin should find three or more people to bring up the gifts. Let them know they 

should come to the table in the back of the center aisle as soon as the collection begins.  

10 You will be assigned to one of four places by either the staff or one of the hospitality ministers: 

• Two in the center aisle.

• One on the Marian side.

• One on the choir side.

11 Be alert for Mass-goers who might not be able to easily come up for communion as part of the communion procession, for 

example someone with a visible disability. If you see someone who might need communion brought to them, ask them. If 

they do want communion brought to them, communicate this to the Extraordinary Minister of Holy Communion after 

everyone in that section has received communion, and direct the EM to the person.  
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12  Reverently seat people as needed when there are pauses in the Mass (don’t seat folks until after the reading is finished etc.).   

Please do not allow folks to congregate/stand in the narthex.  All need to be seated during this time.  A parent walking a child 

having a difficult time is fine, all others should be seated. 

13  Following the prayers of the faithful, Hospitality ministers will need to pass the baskets for the collection.  Please see 

instructions at the end for how to do the collection. 

14 After the Prayer of the Faithful the altar server will bring the cross down to the back of the main aisle. The gift bearers should 

be at the back of the church by the time the Hospitality ministers return from the collection; if not someone will need to get 

them. 

15 Line them up in this order behind the alter server with the cross, any family members who are not carrying anything, the 

collection basket then the bread and wine side by side.  Once Father is at the bottom of the stairs start them down the aisle 

following the cross bearer back up the aisle. Remind them to bow to the presider when he bows to them after receiving the 

gifts. 

16 At communion time, usher the congregation to communion. The two hospitality ministers in the center aisle will usher each 

pew in succession; the ones on the sides usher the entire chair section and then the pew section. 

After Mass related to the collection and tidying up the pews 
17 Right after mass, the two ministers whose names are written on the security deposit bag, will collect the collection basket from the foot 

of the alter table and bring it to the sacristy.  Having both ministers do this step is important.  If this was not done previously then enter 

the bag number on the sign sheet (usually found on top of the safe) along with the names of the two responsible ministers.   

a. The two ministers will put the sealed bag into the sacristy safe, once it’s closed open it once more to confirm it went in.  If there is a 

late offering after the bag is sealed, place the late offering in the safe.  Never open the bag after it has been sealed. 

b. Gather up all the collection baskets and return them to the sacristy closet if there is no other mass scheduled for that day. 

18 The other ministers should go through the church picking up leftover bulletins and anything else left in the church. Left items 

should be put in the lost-and-found basket on the back counter at the entrance to the church. Valuables like purses should be 

put in the sacristy. 
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Collection Procedures 

 Marian Side Minister [SM] Actions: Center Minister [CM] Actions: Choir Side Minister [SM] Actions: 
 [SM]  Watch [CM] for cue to proceed to the front. The team moves forward following the 

Prayers of the faithful and dismissal of the 
RCIA candidates, and when the Presiding 
priest sits down.   

[SM]  Watch [CM] for cue to proceed to the front. 

1 [SM] proceeds to the front along the east side aisle with 
5 baskets.  The [SM] bows to the alter together with the 
other ministers. [SM] then moves to the second set of 3 
rows, passing baskets to rows 4, 5, & 6; Then 
immediately proceeds to front of the Marian side section 
where one white basket is given to a person at the end of 
the first occupied row of the chair section and the pew 
section with a request that they be passed on.  [SM] 
immediately returns to the side of the main section. 

[CM] proceeds to the front row with 3 
baskets:  [CM]’s as well as [SM]’s bow to the 
alter and then the [CM] passes baskets to 
the first 3 rows 

[SM] proceeds to the front along the west side aisle with 
5 baskets.  The [SM] bows to the alter together with the 
other ministers. The [SM] then moves to the second set 
of 3 rows, passing baskets to rows 4, 5, & 6; Then 
immediately proceeds to front of the choir side section 
where one white basket is given to a person at the end of 
the first occupied row of the chair section and the pew 
section with a request that they be passed on.  [SM] 
immediately returns to the side of the main section. 

2 [SM] moves to the first row to collect the baskets from 
rows 1, 2 & 3. 

[CM] moves to row 4 to collect the 3 baskets 
passed by the [SM] in step 1 (rows 4, 5, & 6). 

[SM] moves to the first row to collect the baskets from 
rows 1, 2 & 3. 

3 [SM] takes the 3 baskets collected in step 2, passing 
them to rows 10, 11, & 12.  [SM] should watch the [CM] 
to make sure they are passing to the correct rows rather 
than trying to count rows. 

[CM] takes the 3 baskets collected in step 2 
and passes them to the next 3 rows (7, 8 & 
9).  [CM] then moves to row 10 to show the 
[SM] which row to begin with the next 3 row 
group. 

[SM] takes the 3 baskets collected in step 2, passing 
them to rows 10, 11, & 12.  [SM] should watch the [CM] 
to make sure they are passing to the correct rows rather 
than trying to count rows. 

4 [SM]  Collects the baskets from rows 7, 8 & 9, gives one 
basket to a person against the wall and asks them to pass 
it on (or walks along the seats against the wall, holding 
the basket out donations) while proceeding to the back 
of the Marian side to makes sure the baskets are moving 
toward the back and not stalled somewhere.   

[CM] collects the 3 baskets from rows 10, 11, 
& 12 and passes them to rows 13, 14, & 15. 

[SM]  Collects the baskets from rows 7, 8 & 9; gives one 
basket to a person against the wall and asks them to pass 
it on (or walks along the seats against the wall, holding 
the basket out for donations) while proceeding to the 
back of the choir side section to makes sure the baskets 
in the choir side are moving toward the back and not 
stalled somewhere.   Once the full choir is back there will 
be an additional basket placed on the organ for their 
donations.  [SM] to pick up the contents of that basket 
also. 
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5 [SM] locates and collects the two white baskets, ensures 
that those seated against the wall have been given an 
opportunity to donate. 

[CM] moves to the other end of rows 13, 14 
& 15 to collect the baskets in those rows. 

[SM]  Locates and collects the 2 white baskets, takes the 
first basket to reach the back passing it to the seats along 
the back wall.  Find the other white basket and proceed 
to the crying room and narthex. 

6 [SM] Returns to the offertory table with the five baskets. [CM] returns to the offertory table, passing 
the basket to those sitting along the wall and 
windows on the way. 

[SM] Returns to the offertory table with the five baskets. 

 

7. All ministers place the contents of the baskets in the security envelope in the large offertory basket.  When all baskets have been emptied into the 
security envelope, one of the ministers whose name is written on the bag, will seal the security bag, making sure the air is out of the bag (otherwise it 
is difficult to insert the bag in the safe).  Place the security bag back in the large offertory basket and hand it to one of the gift bearers. 

8. Concurrently with step 7, After the Prayer of the Faithful the altar server will bring the cross down to the back of the main aisle. The gift 

bearers should be at the back of the church by the time the Hospitality ministers return from the collection; if not someone will need to 

get them, One of  ministers will prepare the gift bearers by handing them the bread & wine and the large collection basket. 

Line them up in this order behind the alter server with the cross, any family members who are not carrying anything, the collection basket 

then the bread and wine side by side.  Once Father is at the bottom of the stairs start them down the aisle following the cross bearer back 

up the aisle. Remind them to bow to the presider when he bows to them after receiving the gifts. 

 

 

 

 

Please note:  

1. This collection process takes time.  Make sure it takes as little time as necessary and try not to make the presider wait too long at the 

front of the alter for the offerings. 

2. It will speed the collection up if additional help is available or can be drafted to assist with the collection.  For instance, if an additional 

person on the side can give the white baskets to the front rows, watch the baskets to ensure they keep moving, collect the first basket to 

finish and do the seating along the wall and the crying room on the choir side, it will help immensely.   
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